
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a senior program director. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior program director

Assist with the standardization of reporting package for Service Lanes
Create consolidated roadmaps for Operations & Infrastructure enabling the
prioritization of initiatives across Service Lanes
Lead and establish the build of the people strategy and associated program
roadmap in support of building the digitally enabled relationship bank,
Identify, prioritize, and leverage/create (in partnership with CoE’s) HR
solutions to accelerate the strategy
Portfolio/program manage and integrate HR solutions, that can be leveraged
across teams, in support of the strategy
Oversee program leadership, managing budgeted funding and delivering
Assess and review performance and KPI metrics to ensure desired outcomes
are being achieved
Collaborate with CoEs and HR Operating Committee members and their
teams in identifying, analyzing and prioritizing strategic opportunities for
HR's integrated Talent management  framework related to Digital/Agile
Serves as a member of the FM&T Executive Leadership Team, acting as
Deputy to the President when required
Presents at the Aerospace D&S Team MOR, and shares relevant information
with FM&T leaders
Leads process and continuous improvement across the programs working
with other cross-functional FM&T Executive Leadership Team members
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You must be able to effectively collaborate with senior leaders in engineering,
operations, marketing, finance, and product management to aligned leaders
and establish strong working relationships and rhythms in a matrixed
environment
Track record of building and leading high performance teams and of being a
people first leader
Provide technical, hands-on program management to drive complex network
transformation initiatives involving various networking technologies, vendor
solutions and internal tools
A Bachelors of Science degree and 15+ years of experience managing
product, product development, large complex projects in a matrix
organization is required
Must have a minimum of 2+ years’ experience with hiring, motivating,
disciplining, delegating, supervising, and evaluating staff
Must have a flexible schedule including nights and Saturdays


